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Universal scaling properties of type-I intermittent chaos in isolated resistance arteries
are unaffected by endogenous nitric oxide synthesis

D. Parthimos, D. H. Edwards, and T. M. Griffith*
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Wales Heart Research Institute, University of Wales College of Medicine, Heath Park

Cardiff CF14 4XN, United Kingdom
~Received 4 May 2001; published 20 November 2001!

Spontaneous fluctuations in flow in isolated rabbit ear resistance arteries may exhibit almost-periodic be-
havior interrupted by chaotic bursts that can be classified as type-I Pomeau-Manneville intermittency. This
conclusion was supported by the construction of parabolic return maps and identification of the characteristic
probability distributions for the number of oscillations per laminar segment~n! associated with the type-I
scenario. Pharmacological inhibition of nitric oxide~NO! synthesis by the vascular endothelium modulated the
dynamics of the reinjection mechanism, and thus the generic shape of the probability distribution forn.
Nevertheless, average laminar length was related to a derived bifurcation parameter« according to power-law
scaling of the form̂ n&;«b, where the estimated critical exponentb was close to the theoretical value of20.5
both in the presence and absence of NO synthesis.
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Intermittency has been extensively studied as one of
established routes to chaos, and a variety of unive
classes, including types I, II, III@1–3#, ‘‘crisis-induced’’ @4#
and ‘‘on-off’’ @5#, have been characterized theoretically a
observed experimentally in physical systems. We have
viously demonstrated type-III intermittency, in which inte
mittent laminar dynamics arises at a subcritical perio
doubling bifurcation, in the spontaneous oscillations in flo
observed in isolated arteries following administration of h
tamine @6#. Such intrinsic rhythmic contractile activity i
known as vasomotion, and is thought to contribute to
optimization of microcirculatory perfusion@7–11#.

In the present study we provide evidence that vasomo
can also exhibit patterns of type-I intermittent chaos by m
suring flow in first generation ear arteries,;1 cm in length
and;150 mm in diameter, isolated from male New Zealan
White rabbits@6,12#. These vessels were perfused at a me
flow of 0.5 ml/min with fluctuations about the mean caus
by intrinsic rhythmic contractile activity being monitored b
a transonic probe~Transonic Systems, type 2N, samplin
frequency 4 Hz! included in series with the perfusion circu
as previously described@6,12#. Experimental and modelling
studies have shown how vasomotion is generated at the
of the smooth muscle cell and involves nonlinear interacti
between cytosolic and membraneous oscillators that toge
regulate intracellular Ca21 @12–14#. The patterns of vasomo
tion observed experimentally in rabbit ear arteries can
modulated byNG-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester~L-NAME !,
which blocks the synthesis of NO by the endothelial mon
layer that lines the vessel wall. This endogenous relax
factor regulates the contractile behavior of vascular smo
muscle, but does not affect the intrinsic complexity of vas
motion as assessed by calculation of the Grassber
Proccacia correlation dimension@12,13#.
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According to Pomeau and Manneville, type-I interm
tency is associated with a reverse tangent~saddle node! bi-
furcation, in which the eigenvalues of the Floquet matrix o
fixed point pass through the unit circle. This generate
laminar phase characterized by a sequence of almost per
oscillations that begins when a chaotic trajectory is injec
into the vicinity of the saddle bifurcation bottleneck and en
when the dynamics is ejected from the map. These seque
of almost periodic oscillations either increase or decreas
amplitude in a slow monotonic fashion, a property that c
be used to identify the initiation and termination of the lam
nar regime. The successive maximaxn present in this regime
conform to a universal mappingxn→xn11 described by

xn115«1xn1axn
2, ~1!

where « is a small bifurcation parameter determining t
width of the laminar channel of the return map. As« in-
creases, so does the width of the channel, resulting in e
shorter laminar lengths~i.e., number of successive almo
periodic oscillations! interspersed with more frequent chaot
bursts. Traces from two different arteries exhibiting interm
tent fluctuations in flow are shown in Fig. 1 along with fir
return maps of successive maxima derived from the lam
sections of each experimental trace. The return maps
derived conform to the parabolic return map characteristic
type-I intermittency described by Eq.~1!, with least squares
error fits yielding «50.01160.001 and 0.01360.001. In-
spection of Fig. 1 shows that the amplitude of success
oscillations increases in trace~a! but decreases in trace~b!.
This is reflected in the corresponding return maps, where
parabolic fits appear on opposite sides of the line of ident
Trace ~a! was obtained after the administration of 2.5mM
histamine, whereas trace~b! was produced after the admin
istration of both 2.5mM histamine and 50mM L-NAME,
thus suggesting that differences in the dynamics of the
oscillatory patterns and their associated return maps are
rectly attributable to altered NO activity.
d-
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The number of iterationsn undertaken by a representativ
trajectory before it exits from the laminar channel of t
parabolic map depends on the distance from the unst
monoperiodic point at which reinjection occurs after the p
vious chaotic burst. This iteration length can be estimated
approximating Eq.~1! in the continuous form@1–3#

dx

dn
5«1ax2. ~2!

Integration gives

x~«,n0!;~«/a!1/2 tan$~«a!1/2@n2n0#%, ~3!

wheren0 is the iteration step at which the trajectory pass
nearest the most narrow part of the laminar channel.
number of iterations in the laminar region~i.e., the laminar
length! is, therefore, given by

n5
1

Aa«
S arctanF xout

A«/a
G2arctanF xin

A«/a
G D , ~4!

where the subscripts denote the location of the entry and
points of the dynamics in the laminar channel. It is evide
from Eq. ~3! that x(«,n0) diverges forn2n05(p/2)«21/2.
Thus, for a given« the maximum number of oscillation

FIG. 1. ~a, b! Two representative examples of vasomotion
isolated rabbit ear arteries exhibiting intermittency. The vess
were perfused at a time-averaged flow rate of 0.5 ml/min in
presence of 2.5mM histamine to activate vascular smooth musc
with fluctuations in flow monitored continuously by a transon
probe. Vessel~b! was also perfused with 50mM NG-nitro-L-arginine
methyl ester~L-NAME ! to inhibit nitric oxide synthesis by the vas
cular endothelium. Return maps were constructed by plotting s
cessive maxima~xn vs xn11! from the laminar oscillatory segment
of the signals as indicated on each trace by an underlying ba
both cases parabolic fits are consistent with the type-I Pom
Manneville scenario:~a! above the line of identity, and~b! below
the line of identity. Bifurcation parameters« were calculated by
least squares error fits.
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found in a laminar sequence would be expected to exhibi
abrupt cutoff at an upper bound;«21/2 @1–3#. In practice,
this upper bound can be estimated by constructing the
malized probability distributionP(n) for laminar lengths
containingn oscillations. The exact shape of this distributio
is, however, influenced by the dynamics of the reinject
mechanism. Indeed, in the literature two theoretical cur
have been associated with type-I intermittency:~i! a U-shape
distribution that is generated by a uniform reinjection in
the channel with trajectories rejoining the laminar sect
both before and after the bottleneck@15–17#, and ~ii ! a
monotonically increasing probability distribution in whic
reinjection occurs largely before the bottleneck so that m
trajectories traverse the full length of the channel@1,2#. Prob-
ability distributions for the length of the laminar segmen
derived from arteries exhibiting sustained intermittent beh
ior for .70 min supported both of these theoretical pred
tions~Fig. 2!. Thus, from a total of 13 arteries the probabili
distribution was U shaped in five cases with observatio
being concentrated at short and long laminar lengths, a
tern found only in arteries perfused with histamine und
control conditions. By contrast, in the remaining eight ve
sels, in which NO synthesis was blocked by L-NAME, th
probability distribution generally increased before an abr
cutoff at long laminar lengths.

To illustrate the close association of these two disti
intermittency regimes, Fig. 3 shows the effects of blocka
of NO synthesis by L-NAME in a single artery. Segments~a!
and ~b! exhibit two dynamically distinct patterns similar t
those observed in Fig. 1~a! and Fig. 1~b! in different arteries.
Changes in the underlying dynamics were analyzed by c
structing first maximum return maps that revealed two d
tinct clusters of points on the plane@Fig. 3~c!#. It is evident
that due to the action of L-NAME the return map has shift
from one type-I intermittent regime to another in the vicini
of a new saddle-bifurcation origin. In order to visualize d
ferences between the two intermittent regimes in a hig
dimensional space, their underlying dynamical attract

ls
e

c-

In
u-

FIG. 2. Normalized probability distributions for laminar se
ment containingn oscillations in arteries exhibiting intermittenc
for a minimum of 70 min. For clarity, only six examples are pr
sented because of overlap, and were grouped into two families
have both been theoretically associated with type-I Pome
Manneville intermittency~insets!. ~a! U-shape distributions.~b!
Distribution curve generally increasing with laminar length but d
limited by an abrupt cutoff. The existence of more than a sin
peak@e.g., dashed lines in~b!# may be attributable to the presenc
of biological noise@17#. Distributions of the form shown in panel
a and b were obtained in the presence and absence of NO synth
respectively.
6-2
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were reconstructed by time-delayed embedding, accordin
the method of Rosenstein and co-workers@18# in which a
measure of attractor ‘‘space-filling’’~i.e., average displace
ment between points! is computed as a function of time de
lay t according to

S~t!5
1

M (
i 51

M A(
j 50

m21

~xi 1 j t2xi !
2, ~5!

whereM is the number of pointsxi in the data set andm
denotes the dimension of the embedding. For small value
t the points of the attractor remain closely packed. On
creasingt the average displacement of the points of the
tractor increases to a plateau when the attractor is fully

FIG. 3. Fluctuations in flow recorded in the same artery un
control conditions and after administration of L-NAME to inhib
endothelial NO synthesis.~a! In the presence of 2.5mM histamine,
and ~b! in the presence of both 2.5mM histamine and 50mM L-
NAME. ~c! Return map for successive maxima within the lamin
segments~a! and~b! of the experimental time series. Least squa
parabolic fits gave«50.02260.01 and 0.01860.005, respectively.

FIG. 4. ~a!, ~b! Two-dimensional dynamical attractors co
structed by time-delayed embedding of the traces shown in pa
~a! and ~b! of Fig. 3, respectively. The laminar and reinjection r
gimes and the direction of the trajectories are indicated.
06190
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folded. The optimum time delay for unfolding the attractor
determined at the point where the slope of theS(t) plot ~as
a function of t! decreases by 40% from the initial valu
obtained witht51. For the traces in Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 3~b!,
optimal values oft obtained by this method were;6 and;7
sec, respectively, and used to reconstruct the attractors sh
in Fig. 4. It is evident that the band of the attractor cor
sponding to the intermittent laminar regime of Fig. 4~a! is
much narrower than the equivalent band in the attrac
shown in Fig. 4~b!, although the width of the band corre
sponding to reinjection is similar in both instances. In t
former case, the width of the reinjection band is almost eq
to the width of the laminar regime and will thus result in
relatively uniform reinjection, whereas the width of the rei

r

r
s

ls

FIG. 5. Relationship between the average number of oscillati
per laminar segment and the bifurcation parameter« for 13 indi-
vidual arteries. In~a! « is calculated from the return map parabol
fits, whereas in~b! « is calculated from the cutoff point of the
laminar length probability distribution. In both cases two distin
groups of points have been distinguished: those correspondin
the U-shaped probability distribution of Fig. 2~a!, which are derived
from arteries perfused with 2.5mM histamine alone~open tri-
angles!, and those corresponding to the probability distributions
Fig. 2~b!, which were derived from arteries perfused with both 2
mM histamine and 50mM L-NAME ~closed circles!. The linearity
of the plots is consistent with critical scaling according to^n&
;«b whereb is a universal power exponent. Least squares fits g
values of the exponentb close to the theoretical value of20.5 cited
in the literature for type-I intermittency.
6-3
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jection band in the latter case is much narrower than the b
corresponding to the laminar regime, thus leading to nonu
form reinjection. This example illustrates how the tw
classes of probability distribution discussed above may
observed in the same experimental system.

Further confirmation of the type-I intermittent scena
was obtained by relating the average number of oscillati
in each laminar segment^n& to the bifurcation parameter«.
Two complementary methods were employed to derive th
plots from the experimental data:~i! calculation of« from
parabolic return maps and~ii ! relating the cutoff in the prob-
ability distributions to«21/2 as discussed above. Figure
demonstrates that a consistent scaling relationship e
when estimates of«, derived from either method, are plotte
against^n& for individual arteries on a double logarithm
scale, even though« was generally smaller and̂n& larger in
the presence of NO synthesis. In panel~a!, where « was
calculated by method~i!, data from the five arteries in whic
the laminar length probability distribution was U shaped
plotted as open triangles and exhibit a good power law fi
the form ^n&;«b with b estimated by linear regression a
20.6160.05. Corresponding data from the eight arteries
which the probability distribution was similar to that of Fig
2~b! are plotted as closed circles withb estimated as
20.4960.08. In panel~b!, following method~ii !, the same
data reproduced the power law fit withb estimated by linear
regression as20.5760.06 for the U-shaped probability dis
tributions and20.5460.12 for the distributions exhibiting
an abrupt cutoff. The findings consequently reveal the e
tence of a universal critical scaling phenomenon with a s
ing exponent that is insensitive to the presence or absenc
NO synthesis and thus to the exact mechanism of reinject

Similar values ofb have been reported for type-I inte
mittency in precisely controllable physical systems such a
four-level coherently pumped molecular laser withb5
20.52 @19#, a single-mode ring laser withb520.6060.03
@20# and a driven nonlinear semiconductor oscillator w
two scaling regimes with slopes of20.4560.05 and
20.6560.05 @21#. Theoretical studies with coupled logist
e
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maps@22# and the renormalization group approach@23# have
shown that if a significant proportion of the trajectories in t
reinjection band join the laminar segment before the narro
est point critical scaling occurs in two distinct linear se
ments with slopes 0 and20.5. However, if most reinjection
trajectories meet the laminar channel at or after its narrow
point, there may be a single scaling region with a theoret
slope of20.5.

The bifurcation parameter« in type-I intermittency may
be considered as a displacement from a critical point of
form «5(m-mc)/mc , wherem is a control parameter andmc
is its value at the fixed point where the saddle bifurcat
originates. In physical systems, the control parameterm can
be directly related to a variable such as resonator detun
and pump field strength in lasers, magnetic field strength
plasma physics or semiconductors or resistance in elect
circuits@19,20,24–26#. In such systems,m can be adjusted to
reveal an often complex return map, with slight variations
m resulting in translation of the map without significant lo
of its salient dynamical features@15,19,21,24,26#. In vaso-
motion, however, the nature of the bifurcation parameter« is
unknown so that it cannot be manipulated in a control
fashion. Nevertheless, the present results demonstrate
pharmacological perturbation of NO synthesis may caus
translation of the return map such that the initial intermitte
channel disappeared and another intermittent channel
came active in a different regime of the map@Fig. 3~c!#.

In conclusion, observations of type-I intermittency exte
previous studies showing that the ‘‘macroscopic’’ behavior
the arterial wall, which may be regarded as a spatia
extended system consisting of a large number of coup
cells, can exhibit patterns of nonlinear oscillatory activ
that can be described by discrete one-dimensional re
maps@6,27#. Pharmacological manipulation of NO synthes
modified the dynamics of reinjection but did not fundame
tally affect the critical scaling relationship that characteriz
type-I intermittency.
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